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Academically and Intellectually Gifted (AIG)
• Angela Housand (Coordinator)
• Janna Robertson

Curriculum, Instruction and Supervision (CIS) – (G)
• Amy Garrett Dikkers
• Scott Imig (Coordinator)
• Bill Sterrett

Ed.D. in Educational Leadership (G)
• Marsha Carr
• Susan Catapano (Coordinator)
• James DeVita
• Amy Garrett Dikkers
• Toby Holmes
• Scott Imig
• Kevin McClure
• Michele Parker
• Andy Ryder
• Tamara Walser

Education of Young Children
• Jale Aldemir
• Hengameh Kermani (Coordinator)
• Amelia Moody

Elementary Education (U, G)
• Lisa Buchanan
• Elizabeth Crawford
• Tom Dixon
• Kathy Fox
• Tracy Hargrove

Continued on next page
Elementary Education (U, G) – con’t
• Heidi Higgins (Coordinator for Distance Education – (U) Elementary))
• Charles Jurich
• Kosta Kyriacopoulos
• Christine Liao
• Debbie Powell
• Katie Schlichting (Coordinator – (G) Elementary)
• Lynn Sikma
• Jeanne Swafford
• Amy Taylor (Coordinator for Main Campus – (U) Elementary))
• Martin Wasserberg

English as a Second Language (ESL) (U, G)
• C. Allen Lynn
• Eleni Pappamihiel (Coordinator)

Foundations
• Eddie Caropreso (Coordinator)
• Sue-Jen Chen
• Angela Housand
• Marta Sanchez
• Candace Thompson

Higher Education
• James DeVita (Coordinator)
• Kevin McClure
• Michele Parker
• Andrew Ryder

Language and Literacy (G)
• Kathy Fox
• Chuck Jurich
• Debbie Powell
• Jeanne Swafford
• Brad Walker (Coordinator)

Leadership Studies Minor
• Joanne Nottingham (Coordinator)
Middle School Education (U,G)
- Jeremy Hilburn
- Shelby Morge (Coordinator - UG)
- Kathy Roney (Coordinator – G)

Master of Science in Instructional Technology (MIT) - (G)
- Vance Durrington
- Jeff Ertzberger
- Mahnaz Moallem (Coordinator)
- Beth Oyarzun
- Raymond Pastore

Master in School Administration (MSA) / Principal Fellows– (G)
- Marsha Carr
- Toby Holmes
- Bill Sterrett (coordinator)

Secondary Education
- David Gill
- Dennis Kubasko
- Denise Ousley-Exum (Coordinator – G)
- Angie Reid-Griffin
- Ginger Rhodes (Coordinator - MAT)
- Janna Robertson
- Donyell Roseboro
- Robert Smith (Coordinator-U)

Special Education (U,G)
- Alicia Brophy
- Terri Collins
- Allison Jones
- Lou Lanunziata (Coordinator)
- Linda Mechling
- Amelia Moody
- Crystalyn Schnorr

Teaching Fellows
- Carol McNulty
- Joanne Nottingham
- Amy Rottmann (Coordinator)
Course Curriculum Committees

EDN 200
- Trina Aldrich
- Dorothy Dempsey
- Chris Furr
- Candace Thompson (Chair)

EDN 203
- Trina Aldrich
- Jim Applefield
- Eddie Caropreso
- Angela Housand

EDN 301
- Sue-Jen Chen
- Vance Durrington (Chair)
- Marty Kozloff
- Salena Rabidoux

EDN 303
- Sue-Jen Chen
- Beth Oyarzun
- Ray Pastore (Chair)
- Salena Rabidoux